The Try Before You Buy (!!!)

SDS is offering a new no-risk opportunity to get playing with Sniffing Dog. We are calling this Try Before You Buy (TBYB).

As we expand into new regions, handlers will be allowed to participate in any SDS trials without registering either themselves or their dog with Sniffing Dog Sports. This is how it will work:

1. All handlers will pay the per run fee as established by the host.

2. Handlers will register for the trial as a guest.

3. After the trial, each guest handler will have a one-month opportunity to register both dog and handler with Sniffing Dog. Upon completion of registration, the dog’s qualifying score will be entered into the SDS database. If the handler does not register within the timeframe, no credit will be given for qualifying scores.

4. Guest runs will not receive placements, ribbons, or pins.

5. Teams that title at the trial will receive a title certificate after completion of registration.

6. Those handlers who have completed the registration requirements with SDS will be given priority to enter the trial and on the wait list.